
Starting tomorrow, Japanese animation will welcome a rising star as Hiroyasu
Ishida’s first feature-length animation Penguin Highway Releases in US theaters.
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Reflecting the youthful innocents of Studio Ghibli films and the fantastical color schemes of
Mamoru Hosoda’s Mirai and Wolf Children, Penguin Highway–directed by Hiroyasu Ishida–has
at last waddled its way to the U.S. big screen. This is Ishida’s first feature-length animation,
having specialized before in short films that appeared to be birthed straight out of childhood
imagination. But while Penguin Highway emanates qualities likened to the greats, it has an
dream-like flare all its own.

Penguin Highway officially launches into its state-side premier tomorrow, April 12 and will be
showing at select theaters across the country until Saturday April 27. The story, derived from
Tomohiko Morimi’s 2010 novel of the same name, centers around a fourth grader named
Aoyama-kun (voice by Kana Kita) and his investigation into the mysterious, and sudden,
appearances of penguins in his local village.
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The young boy, who is somewhat of a headstrong genius, lives his life-like a scientists,
constantly hypothesizing the unknown in his otherwise sleepy town. Towards the end of the
school year, Aoyama-kun’s inquisitive mind makes a connection with his new penguin neighbors
and a mysterious power coming from a young woman working at a nearby dental clinic.

While the story, distributed by Eleven Arts and Studio Colorido, is very much a coming-of-age
tale, especially since Aoyama-kun’s romantic emotions have honed in on the much older Onê-
san (voiced by Yû Aoi), the backbone of Penguin Highway seems to be the strength and magic of
innocent curiosity.

Penguin Highway | O�cial US TrailerPenguin Highway | O�cial US TrailerPenguin Highway | O�cial US Trailer
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It might seem like a simple, albeit bizarre, idea for an anime premise–a large mass of penguins
migrating to a town where nothing unusual ever happens. But its these seemingly random
adventures that have led audiences to much deeper messages in Ishida’s past works.

RELATED STORY: Directing Dubs: Erica Mendez talks writing and directing I Want To Eat Your

Pancreas anime

Never exceeding more than 20 minutes, Ishida’s previous stories–from Rain Town to Sonny Boy
& Dewdrop Girl–all focus on the adventures of young elementary school children. Ishida was
most recognized for his short film Fumiko’s Confession in 2009 and one of his famous short
films, Paulette’s Chair, illustrates a young girl’s ability to rise above peer rejection, embarking on
wild adventures with an animated chair.
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Whether the script is diving into the mindset of a first crush rejection or imagination sparked
from simply looking into the window of a toy store, there’s always something more to Ishida’s
films than what meets the eye. Perhaps, similar to an animated chair or a teddy bear that can
fly, these penguins in Penguin Highway are a means to teach Aoyama-kun something about
himself that he can’t measure in a test tube or calculate in a notebook. Either way, this may just
be the film that puts Ishida into the spotlight as a rising star in the world of animation.

Penguin Highway will also be Studio Colorido’s first animated feature release. The film’s artist
Yojiro Arai, a former Ghibli designer, founded Studio Colorido with Ishida in 2011 and this movie
is very much their colorful and charismatic debut. And Penguin Highway certainly seems to be
gaining a lot of favorable attention from critics.

The Santa Fe Reporter called the film’s
“mishmash of sci-fi weirdness” and its
“grounded young-adult tale” adorable,
well-crafted and moving all at once.
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The review also pays special tribute to
Penguin Highway’s triumph in its
“razor-sharp wit,” which is always a
sought-after trait in children’s
animation.

Responding to Penguin Highway’s
more mature, serious notes, The Japan
Times stated Ishida “finds a nice balance between penguin action and more contemplative
character moments,” and that the release of Penguin Highway will “no doubt inspire a round of
‘Could these guys be the next Ghibli?'”

In addition to the film’s glossy beauty, the potential Penguin Highway has to make its mark in
the entertainment world is something all American anime fans can certainly look forward to this
month.

NEXT: Behind the Music interview: Mirai’s Takagi Masakatsu

To purchase tickets for Penguin Highway’s upcoming showtimes, visit Fandango.
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Good Bones has become one of HGTV’s hottest home repair series and Hidden
Remote had the chance to talk with star Mina Starsiak about the show’s new
season premiering May.

It’s been three years since a mother-daughter home renovation business piloted as what many
are calling “the best show on HGTV…” Eleven years ago, Indianapolis natives Mina Starsiak and
her mother Karen Laine began their own home renovation business. Starsiak was a waitress and
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her mom was a defense attorney, but after flipping their fair share of houses on Fountain
Square neighborhood, the mother-daughter duo decided to makes their natural talent for home
rehab into a full-fledged business. This was the catalyst that soon led to their hit show, Good
Bones.

Originally called Two Chicks and a Hammer, Inc., Starsiak and Laine’s business’ Facebook page
was discovered by an HGTV casting agent from High Noon Entertainment. Good Bones aired
their pilot March 22, 2016, and the show is now in its fourth season, set to premiere next
month. 13 million viewers now tune in every Tuesday night to watch Starsiak and Laine
purchase dilapidated homes from their hometown and rehab them into urban, suburban models
that maintain original Victorian charm.
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While part of the show’s appeal stems
from its shock factor–Starsiak
unloading broken freezers filled with
rotting meat, Laine making impromptu
hospital visits and uncovering animal
skeletons–what seems to set the
show apart is the focus on family.
Starsiak’s half-brother Tad leads the
demo crew, their head contractor
Lenny is Tad’s step-father, and now
Starsiak even brings her new baby on
set to be a part of all the action.

And there’s even more coming down the pike for the Good Bones stars as they help to reboot
TLC’s While You Were Out and get the chance to rehab one of the most iconic houses in
television history on A Very Brady Renovation.
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Hidden Remote had the chance to interview Starsiak in her home garage and talk about what
viewers can expect with Good Bones Season 4, what it’s been like to renovate The Brady Bunch
house and the wild journey these past 11 years have been.

Hidden Remote: It’s been quite the ride with you and your mom Karen’s renovation adventures,
from starting out with your own personal business in 2008 to staring in what many are saying
is now HGTV’s biggest hit show which is amazing! Can you talk about what this journey has
been like for you and your mom?

Mina Starsiak: It’s been interesting. It’s been a whirlwind. When we got the pilot, we were told
‘Nothing is ever going to happen.’ And then we got season one and ‘Nothing more is ever going
to happen.’ And apparently we didn’t mess up! We’re entertaining enough. We just wrapped
season four…and hopefully we will be moving on to a season five.”

Hidden Remote: Why did people think nothing was ever going to happen with the show?

Starsiak: I think they set those expectations very low. The producers and the network, they don’t
want to say, ‘This is great! You might get it!’ and then you don’t. So I think that’s just part of the

Mina Starsiak Hawk talks with Hidden RemoteMina Starsiak Hawk talks with Hidden RemoteMina Starsiak Hawk talks with Hidden Remote
Watch later Share
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protocol. [HGTV] make something like 6,000 pilots a year and maybe one becomes a show, or
two. So the odds were not in our favor. But it worked!

Hidden Remote: So you had no idea that you guys would go from this pilot to being such a huge
success, but the show’s done amazingly.

Starsiak: Yeah, it started because the production company found our Facebook page, so we
definitely did not imagine we would ever be here.

Hidden Remote: Right, exactly. What do you think sets this show apart from other renovation
shows on HGTV and what made it so successful?

Starsiak: Well, obviously mom and I are gingers which is super fun. But I think there’s a lot of
interesting dynamics, different family dynamics on the network–husband and wife, brother and
sister–but I think every woman can very much relate to the mother-daughter relationship and
how tumultuous it can be. So I think that definitely lends itself, and we have a business that
we’ve had for 11 years. It’s the worst of the worst and I think it’s probably the biggest gut-
renovation that the network has in a one hour, full house. So you get a lot of bang for your buck.



Hidden Remote: Absolutely. It’s great too that it’s not only this family dynamic in the show but
there’s also this message that, ‘Hey, two women can renovate an entire house and you can do
it yourself.’

So, you’ve had some pretty memorable moments on Good Bones, uncovering some less-than-
pleasant surprises in the homes you guys renovate. But what are some of your favorite
memories on this show and what are some treasured moments?

Starsiak: I can’t spoil many things for you because the season hasn’t aired yet, but we always try
to get creative. My mom’s big on finding things and redoing things with them. So i’ll give you one
little teaser. She loves glass blocks, so what she decided to do what cut the glass block in half
and make it into planters.

So she got a bunch of very similar herbs to this [motions to a variety of herbs based in a nearby
planter] and she made about eight of them into these really cute planters, put a little bit of soil
and a little bit of mulch on top and built them into this really cool craft…We’re trying to do little
projects that people could do at home.

RELATED STORY: Ty Pennington and Amanda Brinkman talk Small Business Revolution Season 4

Hidden Remote: What’s the funnest part about renovating a home and what’s the most
challenging?

Starsiak: Oh gosh, the same things. Demolition is the most fun, but it’s also very challenging. I
think at the end, when the house is done and you’re putting all the pretty furniture in and you’re
landscaping the front yard, you’re getting sod down, a fresh flower bead with really pretty bright
colors, it just makes it come to life and it helps you spruce up a space.

Obviously, curb appeal is everything…you pull up to a house and there’s nothing? Or, you have
really pretty violas and this really cool whisky barrel planter and it just adds this, ‘Ok these
people care. They went the extra mile, they put in this special touch.’
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Hidden Remote: It must be a really satisfying feeling too, going from demolishing everything to
seeing a home finished and knowing that you’ve done this incredible job. 

Starsiak: It is, it’s very satisfying.

Hidden Remote: So, you and your mom are also involved in some new projects on HGTV, from
While You Were Out to A Very Brady Renovation. Can you talk a little bit about that?

Starsiak: Yeah, While You Were Out was so fun. It really is a pressure cooker and I had a blast
doing it. We’re still working on the Brady house through May. So, when that airs, it will be the
50th anniversary of when the show aired…I’m really, really excited for everyone to see that. I
mean, down to the finest detail, it’s going to be a recreation of that sound stage that everyone
saw on TV.

Hidden Remote: What’s it like working on such an iconic house like that?

Starsiak: I mean, no pressure. Whatever. Everyone knows what it is! Everyone is going to see it!
So, it really is so, so detail-oriented. We’re trying everything like the toaster in the kitchen and
trying to source all these things from across the country. We might be taking a road trip soon to
get the refrigerator from someone who has it in Michigan. So, we’re scouring the earth.

Hidden Remote: I can imagine! And it’s so cool that you get to work with such an iconic group of
people as well and this house and I can imagine that, looking back on this journey, it’s
somewhat awe-inspiring. 



Starsiak: Yes, definitely. I just would never have expected to be here. It’s really cool and I’m just
trying to take it all in and make the most of it.

NEXT: Animal Planet’s new show stars Singing Veterinarian and Lakewood’s

favorite family clinic

Good Bones season four premiers Tuesday, May 14 at 9 p.m. EST on HGTV. A Very Brady
Renovation will also premier on the network for the first time this fall.

Which show are you looking forward to the most? Any other home renovation shows that have
stolen your heart? Leave your thoughts in the comments below.
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